
Revision & Editing Bingo

Add 3 spider-leg

sentences. (Ideas)

Rewrite your title

three times on a

sticky note. Circle

your favorite.

(Organization)

Rewrite a statement

and turn it into a

question. (Sentence

Fluency)

Rework a sentence to

create an alliteration

phrase. (Sentence

Fluency)

Highlight the first 2

words of every

sentence in orange.

Revise repeats.

(Sentence Fluency)

Write 3 new first-liners

(hooks) on a sticky

note. Circle your

favorite. (Organization)

Add 3 number details

within your writing. i.e.

date, quantity, tempera-

ture, time, age, etc.

(Ideas)

Underline every and

& but with a pencil.

Edit for the correct

use of the comma,

when necessary.

(Conventions)

Replace 3 generic

nouns with more

precise synonyms.

(Word Choice)

Find 2 short sentences

to combine into

1sentence. Use

punctuation if

necessary.

(Sentence Fluency)

Using an pink gel pen,

add a fact and its

source. (Ideas)

Add 2 similes and

1 metaphor.

(Sentence Fluency)

Circle 4 weak verbs.

Replace them with

stronger action verbs.

This may require

rewriting the sentences.

(Word Choice)

Add sensory details in 2

different places within

your writing. (Word

Choice)

Find 1 sentence to

revise for stronger

voice/attitude. Mark the

original and revision

with an * asterick.

(Voice)

Add prepositional

phrases to three

different sentences.

(Conventions/Sentence

Fluency)

Mark your writing for

missing paragraph

indents. (Conventions)

Find a word, phrase,

sentence, part to

cut. Strike thru it

with a purple gel

pen. (Ideas)

Highlight your least

favorite sentence in

yellow.  Revise it to make

it stronger. i.e. revise the

word choice; change word

order, etc. (Ideas/Voice)

Count of the number of

words per sentence;

write the totals in the

margins. Revise sen-

tences that don’t move

the “slinky.” (Sentence

Fluency)

Find a place to utilize

an unusual punctua-

tion mark. i.e.

parantheses, ellipse,

dah, colon, etc.

(Conventions)

Move a sentence/part

to improve the flow

and order of ideas.

(Organization)

Using a green gel

pen, edit for capital

letters of all proper

nouns. (Conventions)

Write/Rewrite a

transition sentence to

improve the flow from

one paragraph to

another. (Organization)

Find a place to combine

two related sentences

and utilize a semi-colon.

(Conventions)
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Using your current writing, apply any five strategies in-a-row.

Indicate which ones you utilized by marking the boxes with an X.

When you’ve made the changes, staple this Bingo sheet to your writing.

Name __________________________________


